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Summary
New commercial mortgage backed securities (CMBS) will include lower-leverage loans with
relatively high debt yields. Default risk among existing deal collateral will grow, but depend
upon a variety of factors, such as the refinancing hurdles, specific property fundamentals, and
general demand for commercial real estate (CRE). Rising interest rates will depress property
values as property yields increase. Meanwhile, issuance will restart once volatility eases and
falling spreads make deals economical again. For outstanding loans, higher interest rates and
falling property values will lead to increased default risk.

» New CMBS loans will have lower leverage, higher debt yields to accommodate
rising interest rates. Lenders will adjust to higher interest rates and falling property
values by tightening their credit requirements including via lower LTVs and higher
debt yields. CMBS collateral will get more diverse and feature more granular pools
and the importance of ESG factors will grow. For example, investors and lenders will
increasingly focus on energy efficiency, carbon transition, physical climate risk, and
housing affordability.

» Outstanding CMBS with upcoming maturities will pay sharply higher interest
rates starting in 2023. The impact of higher rates on borrowers will vary depending
upon specific loan metrics, property types, and a variety of macroeconomic factors.
The majority of Europe's securitised commercial mortgage borrowers pay floating-rate
interest based on Euribor or SONIA, but typically have interest rate caps or swaps that
mitigate the immediate impact of rising rates. Nonetheless, those floating-rate loans with
upcoming initial maturities will need to pay much higher hedging costs in order to qualify
for extension options. And the cost to refinance will also increase because of the higher
interest rates and falling property values.

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1342064
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Outlook definition

The sector outlook reflects our view of credit fundamentals in the European CMBS sector over the next 12 months. The sector outlook does
not represent an estimate of future rating actions in the European CMBS sector, but rather a forward-looking view on credit fundamentals that
factor into our ratings.

New CMBS loans will have lower leverage, higher debt yields to accommodate rising interest rates
Leverage will decline as CMBS lenders tighten lending criteria, via lower LTV and higher debt yield requirements. CMBS collateral will
get more diverse and feature more granular pools. The importance of ESG factors will become more prominent.

Exhibit 1

New deal trends
 2023 2022

Declining leverage » Higher interest rates will make leverage less accretive. Debt yield will 

become a key lending metric. Senior debt leverage will decline towards 

50%.

» Securitised loans more frequently incorporated subordinated debt, 

increasing overall leverage. Senior debt leverage for most deals was in 

the 50%-60% range, with an average of 56%.

Continued property type 

diversification

» The range of property types backing CMBS will expand further to 

include more specialised and operationally intense properties.

» Office and logistics properties backed most deals, while a few deals had 

exposure to loans on less commonly securitized property types, such as 

life science, multifamily and student housing.

More granular pools » More-granular pools, consisting of more than 50 loans, will become 

more common as lenders tap the securitisation market as a funding tool.

» Transactions included single-borrower deals and granular pools backed 

by more than 50 loans.

Growing ESG focus » Investors and originators will increasingly focus on ESG considerations, 

such as the energy efficiency, carbon emissions, physical climate risk and 

affordability of housing. Data and analytical tools for ESG analysis will 

grow.

» Following COVID-19, leasing of office space showed tenants’ 

preference for Grade A buildings with strong ESG credentials. Investors 

became more conscious of buildings' environmental sustainability. 

European "Fit for 55" climate goals were followed by action, including the 

UK’s forthcoming revised Energy Performance of Buildings directive, to 

promote the decarbonisation of buildings. However, there were no "green" 

CMBS issued in 2022, after the inaugural transaction in 2020.

Issuance trends » Rising interest rates and declining property values will depress 

European CMBS issuance volume, but as volatility eases, falling spreads 

will allow for a restart of issuance.

» Issuance reached €1.5 billion in the first half before increasing volatility 

along with rising spreads made the issuance of new deals uneconomical. 

Source: Moody's Investors Service

As the exhibit above notes, the key asset trends in 2023 will include declining leverage and continued property type diversification.
Details of those trends include:

» Declining leverage: Because of rising interest rates and falling property values, lenders will constrain the leverage of new loans.1

They will focus on debt yields to determine loan sizes. Exhibit 2 shows a hypothetical example of how loan sizes decrease when
targeting a required debt yield level. Debt yield is calculated by dividing the property net cash flow by the loan amount. The
minimum debt yields will likely increase to around 8% (more or less depending on the quality and cash flow volatility of the
collateral), which implies that if the borrower's interest rate rises to 8%, then the interest coverage ratio (ICR) equals 1.0x. Any
funding gap that results from tighter underwriting will be filled by a combination of mezzanine debt and equity. Meanwhile,
reported senior debt LTVs started to decline in 2022, as Exhibit 3 shows.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the issuer/deal page on https://ratings.moodys.com for the
most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Exhibit 2

With rising interest rates and falling values, debt yield will likely determine new loan sizes
Hypothetical loan sizing in 2023, with debt yield being a key constraint

 January 2020 October 2022 Debt refinancing

Property net cash flow £400,000 £440,000 £440,000

Cap rate 4.0% 5.5% 5.5%

CRE property value £10,000,000 £8,000,000 £8,000,000

Secured CRE loan £6,500,000 £6,500,000 £5,500,000

LTV 65% 81% 69%

SONIA 0.7% 2.20% 2.20%

Loan Spread 1.50% 1.50% 1.50%

Combined interest rate 2.20% 3.70% 3.70%

Debt Service £143,000 £240,500 £203,500

ICR 2.80 1.83 2.16

Debt yield 6.2% 6.8% 8.0%

Debt funding gap: -£1,000,000

Note: The above “Debt refinancing” column implies that the £440,000 of property net cash flow is sufficient to generate an 8% debt yield on £5,500,000 of newly underwritten debt.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Exhibit 3

Most 2022 transactions had reported senior debt LTVs of between 50% and 60%
CMBS LTVs over time
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» Continued property type diversification: In recent years, standard office, retail and industrial properties have continued to
secure CMBS loans, alongside some less-traditional property types. Those alternative property types include student housing and
life-science properties comprising office and laboratory space. Exhibit 4 shows the split of property types for 2021 and 2022.

Exhibit 4

Mixed-use (life science/office) and logistics were the dominant property types in 2022
Property types backing CMBS in 2021 and 2022*
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*2022 issuance backed by “Mixed-Various” is primarily attributed to Vita Scientia 2022-1 DAC, a portfolio that consists primarily of life science properties.
Source: Moody's Investors Service, transaction documents
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» Growing ESG focus: Investors and originators will increasingly focus on ESG considerations, such as energy efficiency, carbon
emissions, physical climate risk, and housing affordability. In the UK, for example, the government is likely increasing the minimum
energy efficiency standard (MEES) to an EPC of C by 2027 and B by 2030; buildings that fail to achieve these thresholds may
be prohibited from leasing to new tenants.2 Data availability and analysis of physical climate risk, energy efficiency and carbon
transition risk are poised to grow.

» Issuance trends: European CMBS issuance volume will restart once volatility eases and falling spreads make deals economical
again. As of 2Q 2022, issuance was just €1.5 billion compared with 2021 when issuance exceeded €7 billion, and no deals came to
market in the third quarter (see Exhibit 5).

Exhibit 5

2022 issuance will fall short of long-term average
European CMBS issuance over time
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Source: Association for Financial Markets in Europe (AFME)

Outstanding commercial mortgages with upcoming maturities will pay sharply higher interest rates
starting in 2023
The majority of Europe's securitised commercial mortgage borrowers pay floating-rate interest based on Euribor or SONIA, but they
typically mitigate the immediate impact of rising interest rates with an interest rate cap or swap. Nonetheless, those interest rate
hedges typically expire upon the earlier of the loan’s maturity or initial maturity date. Refinancing hurdles will increase, particularly
given the increased cost of hedging. For each loan, overall leverage will influence the sponsor's incentive to inject equity or to walk
away. But the risk of default will vary depending upon the particular financial and economic drivers that are unique to each European
country. Property type will also matter, with industrial and residential properties outperforming thanks to their strong fundamentals.
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Exhibit 6

Performance trends
 2023 2022

Rising default risk » Default risk will increase as interest rates rise, economic 

growth slows and property values fall. In particular, default 

risk will increase for suburban office and discretionary retail 

properties with high debt levels. And loans exposed to 

countries with sharply higher energy costs and interest 

rates, such as in the UK and Italy, will experience additional 

stress.

» In the first half of the year, performance of discretionary 

retail and leisure loans recovered because of higher rental 

collection rates and pent-up demand as economies re-

opened. Performance was strong for logistics and 

residential loans because of robust demand, and stable for 

credit-tenant and single-tenant deals, reflecting strong 

tenant credit quality.

2023 maturity repayments » Loans maturing in 2023 are primarily backed by strong 

single tenant assets with minimal refinance risk, and thus, 

will likely repay.

» Pre-GFC vintage CMBS continued to repay.

Subdued office demand » Tenant demand will remain subdued in 2023 as 

companies rationalise their office space in response to 

weakening economic conditions. Remote work 

arrangements will allow some companies to reduce office 

space per worker, subject to local rules and regulations. 

That said, demand for Grade A properties in prime locations 

will find ample demand as tenants look to upgrade their 

space to attract and retain talent.

» Pandemic-driven growth in remote working arrangements 

weakened office demand. The return-to-office migration is 

well underway, but with significant variation across Europe. 

Most notably, London office attendance has lagged that of 

its European peers. 

Weakening retail performance » Consumers’ discretionary spending will be squeezed by 

the rising cost of food, energy, and housing, particularly 

once rising interest rates flow through to consumer debt. 

This will have a negative impact on brick-and-mortar 

shopping centers.

» The performance of retail shopping centres began to 

recover as pandemic restrictions ended. Discretionary 

retailers, many of which entered administration during the 

pandemic, have emerged with fewer stores. Inflation, 

strained supply chains, and shifting consumer preferences 

have put additional stress on retailers.

Industrial property outperformance » Logistics properties will continue to outperform as they 

benefit from strong tenant demand resulting from the 

secular shift to online retailing, and accelerated shift 

towards shorter supply chains. Any pull-back from the likes 

of Amazon will be short-lived.

» Logistics properties started 2022 with a very strong 

tailwind thanks to the robust growth in online retailing during 

the pandemic. Although that trend has slowed sharply as 

brick-and-mortar shopping returned, there was still a 

shortage of good quality warehouses in prime locations 

across Europe.  

Higher property yields, lower values » Sharply higher risk free interest rates and higher spreads 

will drive borrowing rates up. Property values will decline, 

but less so for prime properties with predictable cash flow.

» The regional economies were recovering from the 

pandemic thanks to the return of in-person activities that 

drive demand for commercial real estate. However, this 

recovery was  impaired by Russia's military conflict with 

Ukraine which led to rising inflation and higher spreads.

Source: Moody's Investors Service

As the exhibit above notes, the key performance trends in 2023 will include rising default risk, subdued office demand, weakening retail
performance and industrial property outperformance. Details of those trends include

» Rising default risk: Default risk will increase as interest rates rise, economic growth slows and property values fall.3 Some property
types are more vulnerable than others, such as suburban office and discretionary retail, particularly if they have high levels of debt.4
5 CRE loans in certain countries will face greater risk depending upon the trajectory of interest rates and the economic impact of
higher energy costs. For instance, the United Kingdom's (Aa3 negative) economy is experiencing high inflation, falling consumer
confidence, and rising interest rates, but this is partially offset by the government's energy price guarantee which caps the typical
household's annual energy bill at £2,500.6 Italy (Baa3 negative), on the other hand, has less fiscal capacity to support the economy,
increases in consumer electricity prices have been among the highest in Western Europe. As Exhibit 7 shows, property risk premiums
have fallen significantly over the past months as government bond yields have steeply increased. The property risk premium
expresses the difference between the return from real estate investments and the 'risk free' interest rate. For real estate investors'
to generate sufficient risk premiums, property yields would need to increase. This implies that most likely property values would
decline to effectively generate higher yields. However, certain types of properties such as student housing and multifamily, can
generate higher rents because of annual inflation increases that would also effectively provide a higher yield.
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Exhibit 7

Rising interest rates, tighter CRE risk premiums will erode property values
CRE yields versus 10-year government bond yields*
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» Subdued office demand, weakening retail performance and industrial property outperformance: Transaction performance
will vary depending on the underlying property exposures. Hybrid work will weaken demand for office properties, but tenants will
favour centrally located Grade A properties with strong ESG credentials.7 Rising energy prices will squeeze discretionary spending,
which will hurt most retail properties, but discounters will gain market share and luxury high-street stores will continue to recover.8

Logistics properties will continue to outperform thanks to the secular shift to online retailing, but we anticipate slowing rental
growth as demand falls along with economic activity. Nonetheless, there is still a shortage of available warehousing space, and
secular trends such as supply chain reconfiguration and “near shoring” will continue to favour this asset class.9

» 2023 maturity repayments: As Exhibit 8 shows, several billion euros of CMBS we rate is backed by CRE loans that are up for
extension (initial maturity) or refinancing (final maturity). Borrowers with sufficient equity will likely purchase interest rate caps
that allow them to qualify for an extension. As for the loans with final maturity dates in 2023, they have strong single tenants and
various transaction features that make a maturity default unlikely.

Exhibit 8

Maturity default risk exposure is somewhat limited over the next few years
CMBS mortgage debt maturities, in millions (€)
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Global credit themes will affect European CMBS in 2023
Five credit themes will shape global credit in 2023, including two that will affect European CMBS in 2023 in particular.

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Higher rates, slower growth

» Slower GDP growth and higher 
unemployment rates will lead to 
lower tenant demand and 
decreasing rents.

» Low consumer confidence due to 
lower disposable income caused 
by high inflation and increasing 
interest rates will negatively 
impact discretionary retail 
performance.

» Tenant default risk will increase 
amongst SME tenants in 
recessionary environment.

Climate exposure & mitigation

» Investors, landlords and tenants 
will increasingly focus on energy 
efficiency of underlying real estate.

» Energy efficiency regulation will 
become stricter across European 
countries.  Some countries have 
already introduced bans on letting 
if certain minimum requirements 
are not met.

» Landlords will spend more capital 
expenditure retrofitting older 
offices to meet higher energy 
efficiency standards, ensuring 
compliance with regulation whilst 
attracting the widest possible 
tenant base.

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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European CMBS rating distribution

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Endnotes
1 See Rising interest rates will weaken commercial property values and raise refinancing risk, 26 October 2022.

2 See New, tighter UK energy efficiency rules are credit negative for debt on noncompliant properties, 25 July 2022.

3 See Rising interest rates will weakening commercial property values and raise refinancing risk, 26 October 2022.

4 See Hybrid work will weaken demand for office space, with modest credit impact, 18 July 2022.

5 See Sector Update — Q4 2022: High inflation, falling consumer confidence will curb retail properties' fragile recovery, 24 November 2022.

6 See Higher energy costs and slowing growth elevate social and fiscal risks across the region, 13 October 2022.

7 See Hybrid work will weaken demand for office space, with modest credit impact, 18 July 2022.

8 See Sector Update — Q4 2022: High inflation, falling consumer confidence will curb retail properties' fragile recovery, 24 November 2022.

9 See Sector Update — Q3 2022: Deteriorating macroeconomic conditions will curb industrial properties' momentum, 17 August 2022.
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